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Abstract
There are innumerable examples of the rejuvenating capability of Ayurveda, but still those are not fully recorded
and made academically available. Ayurveda, the traditional system of healing is based on the theory of
balancing the body, the soul, and the mind. The present paper tries to find out the reason why people still
consider Ayurveda as a life rejuvenator. This is followed with an overview of the historical perspectives of
Ayurveda in India and in particular Kerala. Various problems faced by the Ayurvedic treatment centers are
analysed to get an insight on the practical difficulties with possible measures to rectify the existing problems to
make Ayurveda as a health tourism product. If timely care is taken (both private as well as government),
Ayurveda can be effectivelymarketed (both domestically aswell as internationally) as a health tourismproduct.
But the ultimate success lies in developing a marketing strategy for promoting Ayurveda with a view of
generating awareness among people aboutAyurveda, thiswill in turnmakemore people to travel for health care
towards Kerala, and this will lead to duel impact; firstly rejuvenating the Ayurveda tradition in Kerala, and
secondly in turn Ayurveda helps in rejuvenating the health of people. Finally, by capitalizing on the
transformational capability of social venture capital Ayurveda tradition in India and elsewhere can be
rejuvenated in the coming years.
Keyword: Ayurveda, Health Tourism, Social Venture Capital, India.

schools to learn about this world medicine and theINTRODUCTION
religious scriptures it sprang from. Learned menyurveda, the science of life, prevention and from China, Tibet, the Greeks, Romans, Egyptians,longevity is the oldest and most holistic Afghanistans, Persians, and more traveled to learnmedicalsystem available on the planet today.A the complete wisdom and bring it back to their ownIt was placed in written form over 5,000 years ago countries. Ayurvedic texts were translated in ArabicinIndia, it was said to be a world medicine dealing and under physicians such as Avicenna and Raziwith both body and the spirit. Ayurveda is the Sempion, both of whom quoted Indian Ayurvedicperfect solution for all human needs, wants, and texts, established Islamic medicine. This styledesires. It is not a mere compendium of therapeutic became popular in Europe, and helped to form therecipes, nor is it the first one to use herbs, instead; it foundation of the European tradition in medicine. Inis one of the earliest frameworks, which 16th Century Europe, Paracelsus, who is known assystematized the knowledge. This framework is not the father of modem Western medicine (Allopathic),only self-consistent but also uses cause and effect practiced and propagated a system of medicine,arguments to correlate manifestations of sickness, which borrowed heavily from Ayurveda. Thus,its causes, and treatment (Kumar, 2002). Ayurveda is also considered as the “Mother of allAccording to many scholars, knowledge of Healings”.Ayurveda originated from India and influenced the There are 2 main goals of Ayurveda: (1) Toancient Chinese system of medicine and also medical maintain the health of the healthy, and (2) To healsystem practiced in Greece (Varier, M.R.R, 1993, the sick. According to Ayurveda, life is aPushpangadan 2002, Shankar 2002). People from combination of four essential parts: mind, body,numerous countries came to Indian Ayurvedic
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senses, and the soul. It just not limits the knowledge Ayurveda; in turn Ayurveda will help in
to body or physical symptoms but also provides a rejuvenating the health of people in the coming
through knowledge regarding spiritual, mental, and years. Once answers to the above questions are
emotional aspects. This traditional system of arrived at, it becomes easy to develop a marketing
healing is based on the theory of balancing the body, strategy for promoting Ayurveda with a view of
the soul, and the mind. This balancing includes generating awareness among people about
eating the right at the right time, adapting to daily Ayurveda, this will in turn make the people to travel
lifestyle habits, daily meditation, and maintaining for health care towards Kerala, and finally it will
purity of mind and soul. There is a strong connection have a duel impact; firstly rejuvenating Ayurveda
between mind and the body. It not only controls the tradition in Kerala and secondly rejuvenating the
process of thoughts but also helps the body in day-to- health of people. By capitalizing on the
day activities such as respiration, blood circulation, transformational capability of social venture
digestion, and elimination (Raman 2003). Our capital, Ayurveda tradition in India and elsewhere
physiology is regulated by the combined work of can be rejuvenated in the coming years.
mind and body. The senses are used as information R O L E O F A Y U R V E D A I Ngatherers so that mind can act accordingly to the REJUVENATING HEALTHbody. The clarity of senses helps the mind and body 

There are innumerable examples of theto integrate their functions so that the human
rejuvenating capability of Ayurveda, but still thosebeings can live a healthy and happier life. Before
are not fully recorded and made academicallyexisting in the physical body, we exist in a more fine
available. The very idea of the present researchand delicate form known as the soul. We may take
paper was the result of the personal experience ofthe shape and form of many physical bodies
the first author. It all started in the year 2002. Inthroughout the cycle of life and death but our soul
June 8th 2002 author was faced with the problem ofremains unchanged.
inter-vertebral disc-prolapse. Due to severe pain,The evolution of life form from the inception consulting medical practitioner advised to go fortill birth also gives some idea of the dynamic\ pelvic traction for five days during 28th June – 3rdchanges taking place inside mother’s womb (of July 2002. Instead of getting complete relief, thecourse, it can be artificially created). The changes situation worsened. The spinal nerve got entangledhappening to the shape of two water drops (ovum between the discs, aggravating the pain and alsoand sperm) inside mother’s womb from day one resulting in walking disability. The author wasonwards till the birth of the child clearly shows the facing a major mental trauma, walking continuouslyrelation between the mind, body, senses, and the for 20 feet was not possible. Then on August 14thsoul. Every form of live has these four basic 2002, went to Goa Medical College for furtherelements. Thus Ayurveda takes care of the entire life treatment with the neuro-surgery department. Thecycle of human beings (Varier, P.S., 1993). consulting doctor advised to do MRI of lumbo-sacralThe present paper tries to find some answers region for further investigation. To have a secondto the following research questions; viz.; (1) Why is opinion, the author went to Amrita Institute ofAyurveda considered as a rejuvenating therapy for Medical Sciences and Research Centre in Kerala.good health ?; (2) How and in what way has the Being a Keralite and having known people working concept of Ayurveda emerged in India and spread in medical profession there, the first choice was to goaround the world ?; (3) What was the reason and how to Kerala. From August 20th 2002 onwards started could the concept of Ayurveda flourish in Kerala ?; consulting with the department of neurology. This(4) What are the main problems faced by people went on for another 6 months; still there was noworking in the field of Ayurveda ?; (5) What is the progress happening. The pain still continued andlinkage between Ayurveda and Health Tourism; i.e.; also the walking disability persisted. Then theis there any possibility of generating awareness doctors advised to take the MRI, and on Februaryamong people to combine traveling and health care, 10th 2003 it was taken. Investigation of MRIspecifically to opt for Ayurvedic treatment ?; and lumbosacral spine revealed that there was ‘centralfinally; (6) What are the future potential of posterior disc protrusion L 4-5 level compressing theAyurvedic health tourism for India ?. thecal sac’. It was suggested to go for Neurosurgery,
but no guarantee of full recovery. The authorThe need of the hour is to identify some kind of
decided not to go for surgery; as the end result coulddevelopmental strategy. The success lies in
be permanent disability in walking and lifelong pain.providing the necessary rejuvenating ingredients to
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But fortunately within a period of two months, 16th June 2003, there was a complete
through word of mouth, one of the patients who transformation of health condition. The author was
underwent a similar situation mentioned about one impartial between Allopathic and Ayurvedic
Ayurvedic treatment center, which specialised in treatments, but the perception towards Ayurveda
back pains. Since there were no other options had been completely changed. Even with the
available except Neurosurgery, and as a last resort educational background as a Keralite, the author
on May 26th 2003, the author got admitted at the was not having the full appreciation of the wonders
Sree Agasthya Medical Centre, Kerala. of Ayurvedic treatments. This was even true with

almost all the patients who were undergoing theOn the first visit before getting admitted, the treatment during the same time along with author.consulting doctor identified the problem without Most of the patients came to know about it througheven checking the MRI report. This he done by word of mouth, and the most interesting fact is thatsimply moving his thumb over the spinal section, the majority of them were not from Kerala; many ofand he jokingly said that Ayurveda makes a medical them were from outside India (mostly from gulfpractitioner identify the root cause of the problem countries). The author who had academicby moving the fingers over the body and sensing the discussions with the doctor confirmed this. Thepulses, and it was completely true with the authors rooms were always full, and one needs priorMRI report. The treatment started on 26th may appointment for treatment. For many years they2003. It was for 21 days, the first 9 days was oil have been helping the patients to recover theirmassage, making the body highly flexible so that health problems and rejuvenating their life, but stillcorrections can be done with ease. The oil was a they don’t follow any kind of modern marketingmixture of many medicinal herbs, which penetrates strategies.inside the body and makes the bone joints work in its
original form. On 7th day the doctor done correction This is one small Ayurvedic center in Kerala,
on the disc manually by twisting the body and where the success rate of the treatment has been
putting back the prolapsed disc back to normal almost 100 %. The success of Ayurveda demands
position by releasing the entangled nerves also back that for the treatment to be effective, all the four

Padas; viz.; Bishak (the doctor), Dravyani (theto normal position.
medicines), Upasthata (the attender), and the RogiThen from 11th day onwards the second phase (the patient); should have the desired qualitiesof treatment started, which is called ‘Navara Kizhi’. (Varier, R.R, 1997); and the above mentioned centerThis treatment is done to make the body strong, was having all the qualifications required from allwhich was made flexible during the first 9 days of oil the four Padas, hence the success rate was 100%.massage. The main ingredient of ‘Navara Kizhi’ is a One has to study all such similar Ayurvedic centersspecial variety of rice (Navara Rice, now a day’s in Kerala to have a complete picture of thebeing used as a facial mask by most of the beauty rejuvenating capability of Ayurveda in improvingclinics in Kerala) boiled in medicinal herbs, then health. Thus one can say confidentially thatfilling in to a cotton cloth sachet. These rice sachets Ayurveda does have the power to rejuvenate health are then put it in a big bowl filled with continuously of human beings even at the present time.boiling milk. Lying on a medicinal wooden table, six

people will be using the rice sachets from the boiling ORIGIN, DEVELOPMENT, GROWTH,
milk to massage the body, both front side and back DECLINE, AND REVIVAL OF MEDICALside of the complete body. This process will last for PRACTICES (CAM & MM).20-30 minutes till the entire milk gets over. This In the present world of information, theprocedure will be carried out for a period of 11 days. existence of literature on ancient medical practicesBy the end of the 21st day, the disc problem was followed during the early periods of humancompletely cured; in fact immediately after the settlement is very scanty. From the available bitscorrection process, the pain and walking disorder and pieces of information which got survived duringwas completely over. On 16th June 2003 the author the clash of civilisations during the early stage ofgot discharged from the hospital; a completely human settlement and also the later part ofrecovered patient, it was almost like a second birth, European colonisation speaks about the origin,in other words the life of the author was completely development, growth, decline, and also the revival ofrejuvenated with in a period of 21 days of Ayurvedic indigenous and ancient medical practices in Africa,treatment; i.e.;100%recoverywith 0%side effects. Asia, and Middle East. A brief outline of theDuring the period from 26th May 2003 till historical development of medical practices around
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the world during 3500 BCE till 2008 ACE is provided and the settlement, this argument may be true, but
in Exhibit 1, which is not an exhaustive list but an needs to be corroborated.
indicative one. And like in any other sector, health Sawandi (2002) also argues that origin andcare sector also got prominence and paved the way development of Ayurveda medicine (around 6,000for the development of different varieties of health years back) in India is also the product of the esotericcare treatments/systems over the years among philosophy of African medical practices from innerdifferent regions as well as religions. Africa carried over by the migrants from Ethiopia

If we go by the argument proposed by Sawandi via Isthmus of Suez, who were the founders of
(2002), the credit of developing and practicing Hinduism in India. This argument seems to be
herbal medicines successfully (around 10,000 years partly correct, because according to many scholars,
back) is to be given to Africa, especially to Egypt. knowledge of Ayurveda originated from India and
Traditionally, ancient African priests would orally influenced the ancient Chinese system of medicine
transmit their herbal knowledge ( from one and also medical system practiced in Greece (Varier,
generation to the next. Not only was African P. S 1993; Varier, M.R.R, 1993; Pushpangadan 2002;
medicine passed from generation to generation, Shankar 2002; Katsambas and Marketos 2007). But
starting in ancient Egypt (Khemit), but from nowhere it is mentioned that it originated from
continent to continent. The only true African African system of medicine, except that it has a
healing system which is still intact in its original divine origin and was initially possessed by gods. It is
language of African terminology is Yoruba medicine, believed that Lord Brahma, much before human
which is widely practiced on the African continent as beings came into existence, created Ayurveda. The
well South America, and the Caribbean. According concept of god originated around the world at
to Sawandi (2002), When Greek physicians took different periods of time, mainly for the purpose of
their oath to Aesculapius, they were really swearing having some uniformity among the group of people 
in to an African originally named Imhotep. During and also to protect and safe guard the precious
his lifetime, he was revered as the god of medicine natural resources as well as to safe guard the
between 2780-2680 B.C. Western society has knowledge base acquired at that time (Subhash et al
wrongly given credit to a Greek named Hippocrates, 2008). If we go by this simple philosophy, the ancient
who had actually taken the Aesculapius settlers from African continent who came to India
(Imhotepian) oath and lived 2,000 years after the carried with them the ancient African medical
true father/god of medicine. As per the available practice and propagated in the form of Ayurveda by
informaiton about the origin of human civilisation giving the divinity veil to the practice, but failed to
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mention about their exodus. But subsequently they industries in Europe. In a way almost 75% of the
recorded the spreading of ayurveda to other parts of countries around the world were under the control
the world. People from numerous countries came to of Europe. The clinical medicine developed in Greece
Indian Ayurvedic schools to learn about this world (around 460 BCE in Europe) got prominance and
medicine and the religious scriptures it sprang from. witnessed a spontaneous growth, spread accross

Europe, which resulted in branding this branch ofThe time line given in Exhibit 1 also gives a m e d i c i n e a s W e s t e r n M e d i c i n e /clear indicaiton that the first ever medicinal practice BiomedicineScientific Medicine / Modern Medicinestarted in Africa (mainly Egypt), then spread during 1600-1700 ACE, subsequently Hippocratestowards Asia (India, China, Tibet, Mangolia, and was sworn in as the “Father of Medicine”. ThusJapan), then to Europe (Greece, Switzerland, and during the third stage, the indegeneous medicinalGermany). As and when the knowledge of medicinal systems practiced in Asia, Africa, and Middle eastpractice started spreading from one place to other, got sidelined by the mass colonisation by European indegenisation of the knowledge paved the way for countries. This being the case elsewhere a newthe development of various forms of medical/health system of medicine (Homoeopathy) got developed bycare systems/practices in different regions. The Samuel Hahnemann in Europe (Germany) aroundorigin of medical knowledge from Africa was not 1800 as an alternative of the then existing clinicalmentioned in any of the historical documents, but medicine in Europe. This clearly indicate the powerthere are many references given about the link of with which the European colonial powers tried toAyurveda teachings to the world of medicine. suppress the development of the indegeneousLearned men from China (Acupressure, medical systems practiced (mainly labelling them asAcupuncture, and Chinese Herbal Medicine), Tibet whitch craft / black magic) and forcefully imposing(Tibetain Medicine), the Greeks & Romans (Clinical the clinical as well as homoeopathy medicinalMedicine), Egyptians (herbal medicine and systems in the colonised countries. During thearomatheraphy), Afghanistanis, Persians (Islamic fourth stage (1914-1945 ACE) Reiki was developedMedicine and Unani), and more traveled to learn the in Japan (one of the super powers at that time). Incomplete wisdom and bring it back to their own the final stage (1960 onwards) world witnessed thecountries. Ayurvedic texts were translated in Arabic end of coloniasation and along with this came theand under physicians such as Hakim Ibn Sina revival of the indegeneous medicinal practices in(known as Avicenna in the west who lived during Asia, Africa, and Middle East. Among all otherACE 980-1037 developed Unani medicine) and Razi CAM’s, Ayurveda got more prominance and becameSempion, both quoted Indian Ayurvedic texts, very popular in India and also abroad. And duringestablished Islamic medicine. This style became the last two or three decades, the development andpopular in Europe, and helped to form the growth of health/medical tourism activities aroundfoundation of the European tradition in medicine. In the world paved the way for overall development of 16th Century Europe, Paracelsus (Swiss alchemist Ayurvedic treatment facilities to cater the needs ofpropagated Megnetotherapy in Europe), who is patients coming for health care needs.known as the father of modem Western medicine
(Allopathic), practiced and propagated a system of PRESENT SCENARIO OF AYURVEDIC
medicine, which borrowed heavily from Ayurveda. CENTERS IN KERALA:Thus, Ayurveda is also considered as the “Mother of Though there are more than 300 centersall Healings”. working presently in Kerala, only around 50% ofDuring the first stage (3500 BCE – 1600 ACE) them are having the traditional lineage; i.e.; havingand second stage (1600 – 1700 ACE) of history of a long family history of being in Ayurvedic practicemankind, most of the medical/health care for at least a minimum period of 100 years. Thesystems/practices developed in different parts of the emergence of the other 50% Ayurvedic centers is theworld. But the drastic change happened in the direct result of the impact of tourism. Those falling history of medicine is the decline (mostly by force) of under the first category are of the opinion that this ancient medical practices (CAM) in Asia, Middle mushrooming of Ayurvedic centers because of theEast, and Africa during the third stage (1700 – 1900 impact of tourism is in a way a negatively affectingACE). This is the direct result of the industrial the promotion of traditional Ayurvedic centers. Therevolution started in European region which main reason for this argument is that it requires aresulted in mass colonisation of countries in Asia, minimum of 9-12 years of experience for a person toAfrica, and Middle East by European countries to become an excellent Ayurvedic practitioner. Sinceensure steady supply of raw materials for the
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indicative one. And like in any other sector, health Sawandi (2002) also argues that origin andcare sector also got prominence and paved the way development of Ayurveda medicine (around 6,000for the development of different varieties of health years back) in India is also the product of the esotericcare treatments/systems over the years among philosophy of African medical practices from innerdifferent regions as well as religions. Africa carried over by the migrants from Ethiopia
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Europe, which resulted in branding this branch ofThe time line given in Exhibit 1 also gives a m e d i c i n e a s W e s t e r n M e d i c i n e /clear indicaiton that the first ever medicinal practice BiomedicineScientific Medicine / Modern Medicinestarted in Africa (mainly Egypt), then spread during 1600-1700 ACE, subsequently Hippocratestowards Asia (India, China, Tibet, Mangolia, and was sworn in as the “Father of Medicine”. ThusJapan), then to Europe (Greece, Switzerland, and during the third stage, the indegeneous medicinalGermany). As and when the knowledge of medicinal systems practiced in Asia, Africa, and Middle eastpractice started spreading from one place to other, got sidelined by the mass colonisation by European indegenisation of the knowledge paved the way for countries. This being the case elsewhere a newthe development of various forms of medical/health system of medicine (Homoeopathy) got developed bycare systems/practices in different regions. The Samuel Hahnemann in Europe (Germany) aroundorigin of medical knowledge from Africa was not 1800 as an alternative of the then existing clinicalmentioned in any of the historical documents, but medicine in Europe. This clearly indicate the powerthere are many references given about the link of with which the European colonial powers tried toAyurveda teachings to the world of medicine. suppress the development of the indegeneousLearned men from China (Acupressure, medical systems practiced (mainly labelling them asAcupuncture, and Chinese Herbal Medicine), Tibet whitch craft / black magic) and forcefully imposing(Tibetain Medicine), the Greeks & Romans (Clinical the clinical as well as homoeopathy medicinalMedicine), Egyptians (herbal medicine and systems in the colonised countries. During thearomatheraphy), Afghanistanis, Persians (Islamic fourth stage (1914-1945 ACE) Reiki was developedMedicine and Unani), and more traveled to learn the in Japan (one of the super powers at that time). Incomplete wisdom and bring it back to their own the final stage (1960 onwards) world witnessed thecountries. Ayurvedic texts were translated in Arabic end of coloniasation and along with this came theand under physicians such as Hakim Ibn Sina revival of the indegeneous medicinal practices in(known as Avicenna in the west who lived during Asia, Africa, and Middle East. Among all otherACE 980-1037 developed Unani medicine) and Razi CAM’s, Ayurveda got more prominance and becameSempion, both quoted Indian Ayurvedic texts, very popular in India and also abroad. And duringestablished Islamic medicine. This style became the last two or three decades, the development andpopular in Europe, and helped to form the growth of health/medical tourism activities aroundfoundation of the European tradition in medicine. In the world paved the way for overall development of 16th Century Europe, Paracelsus (Swiss alchemist Ayurvedic treatment facilities to cater the needs ofpropagated Megnetotherapy in Europe), who is patients coming for health care needs.known as the father of modem Western medicine
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medicine, which borrowed heavily from Ayurveda. CENTERS IN KERALA:Thus, Ayurveda is also considered as the “Mother of Though there are more than 300 centersall Healings”. working presently in Kerala, only around 50% ofDuring the first stage (3500 BCE – 1600 ACE) them are having the traditional lineage; i.e.; havingand second stage (1600 – 1700 ACE) of history of a long family history of being in Ayurvedic practicemankind, most of the medical/health care for at least a minimum period of 100 years. Thesystems/practices developed in different parts of the emergence of the other 50% Ayurvedic centers is theworld. But the drastic change happened in the direct result of the impact of tourism. Those falling history of medicine is the decline (mostly by force) of under the first category are of the opinion that this ancient medical practices (CAM) in Asia, Middle mushrooming of Ayurvedic centers because of theEast, and Africa during the third stage (1700 – 1900 impact of tourism is in a way a negatively affectingACE). This is the direct result of the industrial the promotion of traditional Ayurvedic centers. Therevolution started in European region which main reason for this argument is that it requires aresulted in mass colonisation of countries in Asia, minimum of 9-12 years of experience for a person toAfrica, and Middle East by European countries to become an excellent Ayurvedic practitioner. Sinceensure steady supply of raw materials for the
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there are many training centers offering crash the increased demand resulted in mushrooming of
courses (many are having less than 1 year duration), centers by inexperienced entrepreneurs. Most of the
the quality of treatments offered by those who come traditional practitioners are of the opinion that the 
out of these training centers are slowly government should take appropriate initiatives to
deteriorating. curb the mushrooming of Ayurvedic centers by

inexperienced entrepreneurs.Secondly the promotional strategy of these
centers is not to give any special Ayurvedic cures, Another aspect to be considered here is the
but only “Suga Chikiltsa”, in other words just to give access to technological development taking place in 
different varieties of massages. Though this falls medicinal formulations. Many of the small and
under one of the goals of Ayurveda, which is medium firms (except very few large scale
mentioned at the outset of this article (i.e.; to manufacturers) still use the traditional technology
maintain the health of the healthy), the traditional for making Ayurvedic medicines. Adequate support 
practitioners are not seeing it as a healthy practice to be provided for such firms in modernizing their
in the long run. Most of these non-traditional technology to cope up with the increased demand as
centers are having some tie ups with tour operators well as maintaining the high quality standards to
as well as the hotel industry, whereby they can remain in the industry, else many of them will cease
access customers (tourists); in return all the players to exist in the near future (Varier, 1996).
obtain hefty amounts of profit by charging In spite of the above-mentioned drawback,differential pricing for foreigners. Kumar (2002) sees a bright future in the area of

Since the strength of Ayurvedic treatment Ayurvedic medicinal preparations. The future
centers in Kerala is known worldwide and also the products of Ayurveda will be packaged in such a way
Kerala Tourism Development Corporation (KTDC) that they not only have longer shelf life but also
uses it as a marketing strategy for promoting more users friendly. Some traditional Ayurvedic
tourism in Kerala, tourists are attracted towards medicine manufacturers are already using capsules,
having some experience of Ayurveda. This is evident tablets, etc. It is quite clear that future Ayurvedic
from (1) the package tours offered by many of the products will incorporate more knowledge of
tour operators, (2) opening up of many Ayurvedic contemporary biology, chemistry, and also bio-
resorts and also (3) the starting up of Ayurvedic technology. Apart from improved characteristics
spa’s in many star category hotels. Discussion with and standardization, there will be entirely new
some of the traditional Ayurvedic centers; viz.; preparations based on plant sources available
Kottakkal Arya Vaidya Shala, Sree Agastya Medical internationally.
Centre; and CVN Kalari Kendra; helped to identify b. Shortage of traditional training centers:some of the problems faced by the Ayurvedic centers Though there are almost over 150 traditionalin Kerala that needs to be tackled properly by Ayurvedic treatment centers presently working inconducting an extensive survey. Various problems Kerala, very few are offering any formal trainingare summarized as follows. programmes. Most of the traditional centers are ofa. Difficulty in uniformity in medicinal the opinion that they have been following the age-formulations: old traditional training system for imparting

Since there is complete absence of the concept knowledge. Those who want to become Ayurvedic
of patents in Ayurveda, any one with basic practitioners should become students of the center;
knowledge of medicinal herbs can make the they have to undergo the rigorous training for at
formulations as per their choice. There are huge least 9-12 years to gain the accurate knowledge of
numbers of pharmaceutical firms (both recognised human body chemistry. Those who come out of the
as well as unrecognized) in the market that traditional training system can effectively fulfill the
manufacture the formulations and sell it in their two goals of Ayurveda; i.e.; (1) to maintain the
name. This resulted in deterioration in the quality of health of the healthy, and (2) to heal the sick.
Ayurvedic medicines, which in turn adversely Many of the newly started training centersaffects the reputation of Ayurveda in the long run. offering the short-term crash courses on “SugaLow and inferior quality may lead to dissatisfaction Chikiltsa” are not properly imparting theamong customers, which in turn makes them not to knowledge. They are claiming that the trainingbecome loyal to Ayurvedic treatments in future enables a person to practice Ayurveda for(Varier, 1996; Sankarankutty, 1997). This is the maintaining the health of the healthy, but it is likedirect result of the negative impact of tourism, i.e.; half knowledge; which will create more problems
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than maintaining the health of the healthy. Only training centers and also non-traditional Ayurvedic
through traditional training one can completely centers all over Kerala (Sankarankutty, 1997). Here
master the Ayurvedic treatment skills, because too government can take initiatives in making some
rectification of problems during the treatment minimum standard norms for starting Ayurveda
phase can be done only if the person knows how to training as well as Ayurvedic treatment centers.
heal the sick, which is completely ignored by the d. Reluctance to intensify marketing:non-traditional centers (Sankarankutty, 1997). It As is already mentioned above sincehas become a lucrative business in Kerala, because traditional Kerala Ayurvedic treatments are knownof the unemployment problems presently exists. worldwide, most of the traditional centers are not inThough there are many government recognized favour of adopting any kind of advertising strategy.Ayurvedic medical colleges offering medical degrees Present advertising is mostly in the form of simpleon Ayurveda, it is not sufficient to cater the needs of brochures, briefly giving centers mission and theboth the students community as well and the strength acquired over the years. As most of theAyurveda training centers. If government takes centers have loyal customers (patients), they are notproper initiative, entire problems can be completely in favour of intensifying advertising. Some of thecontrolled. This being the case, the popularity of traditional centers have their own web sites,Ayurveda and demand for Ayurvedic medicines are providing basic information about their centre asincreasing rapidly all over the world. well as various treatments offered. They are not inc. Reluctance of entering into tie-ups with favour of going for extensive advertising campaignstourism and hotel industry: to canvass for more customers, because the

Though the flow of tourists to the traditional infrastructural facilities are not sufficient for
Ayurvedic centers are on an increasing scale, most of supporting huge numbers of customers at a time.
the traditional centers are not having any formal tie Most of the traditional centers are of the opinion
ups with the tourism and hotel industry. Firstly, that the service they provide needs no advertising,
most of these centers are having high demand from and people will come for the treatment on its own.
the domestic market, they are of the opinion that They still believe in the traditional advertising
there is no need to having any formal tie ups. Since policy; i.e.; word of mouth, satisfied customers
the traditional centers are known worldwide, brings in more customers. This will ensure the
tourists are arranging appointments much in quality practice, which in a way will prevent the
advance. Secondly, the tour operators as well as the mushrooming of non-traditional centers in the long
hotels are also arranging the Ayurveda treatments run. But in contrast to this, many of the non-
for the tourists with the traditional centers in the traditional centers are following extensive
tour package that they offer to tourists. advertising in the print and visual media.

The main reason for not having a formal tie up e. Inertia of going for expansion:
is also because of the social responsibility aspect Since traditional Ayurvedic centers are not inpracticed by traditional centers. Most of these favour for major expansion, the increased demandcenters still believe that Ayurveda should be for Ayurvedic treatments due to health tourism ledpracticed as a service to society, and not as a profit to the opening up of many nontraditional training asmaking mechanism. This is because of the well as Ayurvedic treatment centers.traditional training system they follow, which Firstly, the reason for the inertia is mainly dueimparts the knowledge that the basic philosophy of to the shortage of trained people. As has alreadyAyurveda is to make people healthy and not to make been discussed earlier, there are very few takers forprofit out of this. Many of the traditional centers still the traditional training programmes in comparisoncharge nominal fees for the treatments, and don’t to the non-traditional crash courses. Secondly, evenfollow any differential pricing policy between if there are qualified personnel, getting finance anddomestic and foreign patients. infrastructural facility for the expansion is slightlyIn contrast to this, most of the non-traditional difficult. Many of the traditional centers are not incenters are having formal tie ups and also follow favour of going for borrowing huge funds fordifferential pricing between domestic and foreign expansion.tourists. Since most of the foreign tourists have not Thirdly, the awareness concerning thethe problem of paying high prices to those non- concept of venture capital (today gaining intraditional centers (due to currency conversion prominence around the world, and Social Venturebenefits). This in turn led to a mushrooming of
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Capital is being used for promoting Ayurveda) is and when they are in need. Appropriate logistics
very low. Even if they are aware, none of the needs to be worked out in such a way that herbs are
traditional centers are in favour of converting their reaching the destination without losing their
traditional family oriented Ayurvedic practice into a medicinal properties. Hence storage and
company form of organisation where ownership is transportation to be handled side by side for
being sold in the form of securities to venture achieving excellent supply chain management
capitalists. Since they believe in upholding family system for Ayurveda is becoming increasingly
traditions, they have the feeling that the controlling important.
power may be lost if they go for venture capital There should be some kind of mechanism tofinancing, which in turn adversely affects the make sure that herbs are cultivated in its naturalcentury old family tradition. Most of the traditional habitats to the extent possible; or support thecenters are owned and managed by family members commercial cultivation of herbs on a large scale.only, whereby they are able to keep their knowledge Once this is done, future supply of herbs can beas a secret among themselves, which they have been assured, otherwise with in a very short time, thesuccessfully doing for many centuries. The success entire supply of herbs becomes extinct; ultimatelyof many of the traditional centers is the direct result making the Ayurveda treatments highly difficult asof family secrets of Ayurvedic medicinal well as exorbitantly priced and out of the reach forformulations and treatments. the majority of people.

But in contrast to this, non-traditional centers Presently very few traditional Ayurvedicare expanding their operations. One can see the centers are having their own herbal farms, but thegrowth of these non-traditional centers in and supply is not even sufficient to cater the demand foraround Kerala, other parts in India, and also abroad. their products. As most of the traditional AyurvedaVery few traditional centers took the initiative of practitioners are of the opinion that Kerala Tourismexpanding their operations and now they have Development Corporation (KTDC) is usingestablished their operations in Kerala, some tried to Ayurveda as well as Kalarippayattu (a variantexpand into other states in India, very few ventured version of Ayurveda focuses on martial art as well asabroad. massages) a marketing strategy for promoting
f. Inadequate supply chain and logistics tourism in Kerala, KTDC have the moral

responsibility of uplifting and supporting bothmanagement:
traditions. The present goodwill and reputation,Since Ayurveda heavily depends on medicinal which is enjoyed by these two traditional practices,herbs available in the natural habitats (mostly in are not because of the support from government, butforest areas), the supply of these medicinal herbs is merely represent struggles of the forefathers of the becoming a major constraint (Larsen and Olsen traditional Ayurvedic treatment centers. This2007). Since there is huge demand for the Ayurvedic makes the argument made by the traditionalformulations, getting raw materials creates a real practitioners even stronger. Major initiatives shouldchallenge for the traditional centers. Though there come from the government side for solving all theare attempts from some private players to grow the problems associated with Ayurveda, especiallyherbs on a commercial basis, it is not sufficient to regarding the supply chain aspects; the lifeblood ofcater to the increased need (Varier, 1996; Ayurveda. It is high time now that governments takeSankarankutty, 1997). timely action for promoting and maintaining theAnother problem is about the transportation Ayurveda tradition in its full strength; else they doand storage; i.e.; the medicinal properties of the not have the moral right to use the Ayurveda andherbs gets diluted if they are not processed within a Kalarippayattu for generating revenue. One portioncertain specific period. Many of the traditional of the revenue generated should be kept aside forcenters are not having sufficient storage facility, Ayurveda developmental plans.hence it becomes difficult for them to buy in bulk HOW HEALTH TOURISM CAN BE USEDand store it for future use. All this leads to reduction FOR REJUVENATING AYURVEDA BYin quality of Ayurvedic formulations, older
CAPITALIZING ON SOCIAL VENTUREgeneration of people (above 60 years) in Kerala are of

the opinion that the present Ayurvedic formulations CAPITAL
are not as effective as before. There are 2 main goals of Ayurveda: (1) ToEven about transportation one needs to focus maintain the health of the healthy, and (2) To healso that the herbs are made available to the centers as
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the sick. Making use of these; government of Kerala transformation, many social venture capital funds
can play a great role in helping Ayurveda to get are focusing on rural developmental issues. As it is
rejuvenated by marketing the product as a health rightly pointed out that social venture capitalists are
tourism product to prospective customers (both those new breed of venture capitalists interested in 
domestic as well as international). But care should and also willing to consider unusual models of
be taken while promoting; because health tourism business ideas.
customers should be informed about the recognized There are many social venture capitaliststreatment centers in Kerala well in advance. There around the world, of which one such social ventureis lot to be done before reaping the benefits, mainly capital fund is Acumen Fund (a nonprofit venturehelping all Ayurvedic centers to overcome the philanthropy fund that invests in social enterprisesproblems they are facing now, and then only these addressing poverty in South Asia and Africa), onecenters can provide excellent health care services to among the top 45 social entrepreneurs who arecustomers. Since most of the Keralite’s are aware trying to change the world (Collaco and Subhash,about the difference between traditional as well as 2008). One of the social entrepreneurial investmentmodern Ayurvedic centers, no Keralite’s will spend success stories of Acumen Fund in India (specially inmoney on those centers not having properly trained Kerala) is AyurVAID Hospitals (equity investmentstaffs. Thus the need of the hour is to make modern of Rs. 4.5 crores), which focuses on offeringcenters to acquire sufficient training and expertise. affordable healthcare services to low-incomeAppropriate action should be taken against such communities, enhancing both the quality and thecenters not fulfilling required trained staff. accessibility of medicare available through its

‘AyurVAID Seva’ program (AyurVAID 2008a andDuring this era of globalization of Ayurveda,
2008b). This institution combined the traditionalthere are many areas to be looked after properly and
Ayurveda with the modern medicine and is aintensive research work in fundamental aspects,
successful one from inception and now they have sixquality control of Ayurvedic medicines, availability
hospitals in India providing health care services toof raw materials in required quantity, clinical
needy people, both in the domestic market as well asefficacy studies in life style diseases, etc are
international, and also to all income strata. It is aimportant (Mishra, 2002). But most crucial area for
clear indication of social venture capitalistsurgent action is education in Ayurveda, which needs
changing attitude towards assisting sociallyrevitalization at every level. In Kerala, though
responsible, economically viable, as well as havingAyurveda courses are offered both by private as well
potential in solving social problems (issues, which isas from public sector, more than 50% of the colleges
considered as opportunities) business ideas. Thoughoffering such courses in India are in the states of
this is in health care area, a potentially viableMaharashtra and Karnataka. Thus Kerala needs to
business proposal can be devised in promoting ruralfocus on providing much needed infrastructure for
tourism, which attract s social venture capitalists.promoting more Ayurveda educational institutions
There is great potentiality in promoting healthso as to meet the increased demand of trained
tourism specially integrating ComplementaryAyurvedic practitioners to cater the potential and
Alternative Medicines (CAM, where Ayurveda isprospective health tourism needs in the near future.
prominent) and Modern Medicines (MM) whichAnd finally the transformational capability of many countries (including India) is trying tosocial venture capital can also be capitalized on for capitalize on in the coming years (Subhash, et alrejuvenating the Ayurvedic tradition, and it is 2008; 2009) and rural herbal medicines can also mehappening in Kerala also. There are many social used as one of the rural tourism product/service. Byentrepreneurs around the world having the idea of capitalizing on the transformational capability ofproviding social venture capital for economic social venture capital, CAM (especially Ayurvedatransformation in the rural areas of under developed tradition) in India and elsewhere can be rejuvenatedand developing countries (BOP, 2008; SVC, 2008a; in the coming years.Glasner, 2008; Tiku, 2008 and NEF, 2008). Social

venture capital is a form of venture capital investing HEALTH TOURISM IN THE WEST:
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(Nefiodow 2001). There are three, possibly four CONCLUSION
factors, which have accounted for this development. According to Becvar. Et al (1998), at theWorld and in particular European aging has been forefront of revolutionary changes in health careand continues to be progressing at a rapid rate with delivery is the emergence of practices, which haveall of its implications from the maintenance of been inconsistent with and to date excluded fromhealth, to changed patterns of leisure activities to conventional allopathic medicine. Sometimes calledthe financing of alternative national systems of unconventional, unorthodox, traditional, or folkretirement (Weiermair 2005, 2006). At the same healing, these alternative practices encompass atime, the cost of health in many Western national broad range of health promoting behaviors. Thesehealth systems have escalated leading to huge pract ices are now being designated asbudget deficits with the result of ever increasing cost Complementary Alternative Medicine (CAM). Theof both private and public health care. Many of term Complementary / Alternative / Non-today’s health problems are diagnosed as resulting conventional medicine are used interchangeablefrom psychosomatic and life style related reasons of with traditional medicine in some countriesstress, anger and frustration associated with (Muraleedharan, 2002). But in the presentincreased pressures from work, family and society at globalised scenario, the world is turning green, aslarge (Greenberg et al, 1997). A possible fourth more and more people the world over prefer plant-reason is the secular decay in healthy eating habits. based medicines, which is generally known as herbalClassical medicine with its specialization on surgery medicines (Pushpangadan, 2002). The World Healthand pharmaceutical treatment has in many cases Organisation estimated that 80% of the worldbeen unable to respond with effective treatments. As population relies on traditional medicine fora consequence homeopathic treatment to prevent primary health care, and also the use of plantand cure a number of illnesses has increased remedies is on the increase even in the developedappreciably wherever it has become licensed. In this countries especially among younger generation. Thecontext Horx, a German futurologist speaks of the main reason for this is nothing but the urge of21st century as “the century of therapies” (Horx human nature for longevity; i.e.; enjoying a healthy2001, 2002). life to the extent possible during the lifetime; which

Thus the combination of escalating national spring from the basic human instinct of multitude of
cost of health, aging, the rise of alternative medicine needs/wants and limited means, specially the life
and associated time and cost constraints for span (Varier, P. S, 1993).
leisure/tourism activities have made health tourism Though the history reveals that Ayurveda isfor the aged and increasingly also for younger considered as “Mother of all healings”, it is being
market segments a booming business (Goodrich & considered as Complementary Alternative Medicine
Goodrich 1991, Moutinho 2005, Foot 2006). Today (CAM) among the Western and European medical
almost all European destinations offer some type of practitioners. But there is a gradual shift is

happening from allopathic medicine towards CAMwellness product along with their traditional
in general and towards Ayurveda in particular incultural, sports and entertainment tourism
Kerala. In the industrialised countries, theproducts. In some cases and in order to provide consumers are seeking visible alternatives tounique selling propositions to tourists new products modern medicine, which has its associated dangershave been developed such as in the case with “alpine of side effects and over medication (Pushpangadan,wellness” (Theiner & Steinhauser 2006). Given 2002). The promotive and preventive aspects ofIndia’s cost competitiveness in the health and oriental medicines (CAM), especially of the Indian –tourism industry and given its long-standing Ayurveda, siddha, unani, and amchi; Tibetan;tradition, expertise in “authentic Ayurveda” a n d C h i n e s e s y s t e m s a r e f i n d i n gtreatment, as has been described in the first part of increasedpopularity and acceptance in thethis paper health tourism in India is forecast to developed countries. It is estimated that one of everybecome a fast rising sub sector of tourism. Before three Americans makes recourse to some CAMthis will happen much has to be done as yet in terms services with an estimated 425 million annual visitsof both broadening the scope of Ayurvedic treatment to providers of these services at a cost of 13.7 billion

within the tourism industry in India and with dollars per year (Eisenberg et. al 1993). Indeed, in
respect to better marketing and branding it US, more visits per year are made to CAM providers

than to primary care physicians, especially amonginternationally.
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the Asian Americans (Mehta, et al 2007). Factors tourism product/service to attract the tourists
contributing to the increased use of CAM services coming for health care facilities.
include their lower cost; their success in treating The new mantra, which is being practicedsome diseases, particularly chronic and terminal around the world in the case of health care, is “Old isillnesses, that do not respond to allopathic Gold” or in other words “Back to Veda’s”. Thusapproaches; the support provided for self- considering the recent developments taking placeresponsibility in making health care choices; the around the world towards Ayurveda, if theemphasis on health promotion; and degree of authorities take timely care (both private as well assuccess in treating high levels of chronic and acute government), Ayurveda can be effectively marketedstress (Murray & Pizzorno, 1998). (both domestically as well as internationally) as a

health tourism product. But the ultimate successThough between health tourism and medical
lies in developing a marketing strategy fortourism no major difference exists, health tourism
promoting Ayurveda with a view of generatinghas been in existence from 2000 BCE onwards and
awareness among people about Ayurveda, this willmedical tourism is of recent origin (Hunter, 2007).
in turn make more people to travel for health careBut in the present situation, both terms are being
towards Kerala, and finally it will lead to duelused interchangeably and also can be integrated
impact; firstly rejuvenating the Ayurveda traditioneffectively. Thus around the world the concept of
in Kerala, and secondly in turn Ayurveda helps inhealth tourism is gaining prominence mainly due to
rejuvenating the health of peopleinefficiency, ineffectiveness, and consumer

unfriendly nature of the health care system existing This paper concludes that health tourism,in developed countries (Herzlinger, 2006). Thus in around the world in general and India in particular,the coming years people from developed countries will certainly become more significant in the nearwill travel towards other regions for the purpose of future. Proper initiative should be taken by theenhancing health and general well-being. If authorities for promoting Ayurveda as a uniquedeliberate attempt is made to attract tourists by heath tourism product with zero-side effects whichpromoting healthcare services and facilities in in turn attracts more people resulting inaddition to regular tourist facilities (Gooderich, development of profitable and sustainable tourism1991), the full potential can be exploited. Along with industry in the region. By capitalizing on thethis Europe is expected to have eight of the ten transformational capability of social venturecountries worldwide with the highest percentage of capital, complementary alternative medicine,people over 60 (Garcia-Altes, 2005). Over the last especially Ayurveda tradition in India and elsewherefew years, the focus of health care tourism has been can be rejuvenated in the coming years.on the international market (Gooderich, 1991, and REFERENCES:Henderson, 2004) mainly because of the long
waiting time and also high cost presently existing in AyurVAID (2008a). “Ayurveda overview”. Informationdeveloped countries to get the medical services provided by AyurVAID Hospital, which provides

medical facilities to rural people by appropriately(demand side). On the supply front, hospitals,
integrating classical Kerala Ayurveda with modernclinics, spa resorts and tourist operators in medicine. http://www.ayurvaid.com/ last checkeddeveloping Asian countries, such as Malaysia, on 20th August 2008.Thailand, Singapore, the Philippines and India are AyurVAID (2008b). AyurVAID Hospitals Receiveseager to expand their service offering to foreign Investment from Acumen Fund, To Providecustomers (Zarrilli, S. et al, 1998, and Hunter, 2007). Nation-wide Affordable Medicare for ChronicEssentially, they are exploiting their advantages of Illnesses: Developing a Viable Business Model for“lowercost skilled personnel, cultural factors, Affordable Healthcare. http://www.ayurvaid.com/natural endowments and unique forms of medicine” last checked on 20th August 2008.(Zarrilli et al, 1998). Several European countries, for Becvar, Dorothy S; Cook, Cynthia A. Loveland; andexample, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia, are also Pontious, Sharon L “Complementary Alternativestriving to specialize in health care tourism (Garcia- Medicine: Implications for Family Therapy”.
Contemporary Family Therapy. 20/4. p 436-456.Altes, 2005). To reap the benefits of the future of
1998.demand for health tourism products/services, the

environment should give opportunities for BOP (2008). Alleviate world poverty. Do not treat the poor
as victims or as a burden. Explanation of Bottom ofcontinuous innovations (Brooker, and Go 2007).
t h e P y r a m i d o f C . K . P r a h a l a d .Everything put together, India in general and Kerala http://www.12manage.com/methods_prahalad_botin particular can make use of Ayurveda as a health
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